
FAIR - on the

finance side

Eating

Better - UK-

based

coalition

EU Food Policy

Coalition - includes

task forces working

on food

environments; in the

future there may be a

space on animal-

source foods

World

Benchmarking

Alliance

More spaces for

NGOs to

exchange and

talk

TAPP

Coalition 

Milan Urban

Food Policy

Pact - on

urban food

systems

Global

Alliance for

Future of

Food 

EFSAF
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Capture key needs on post its

Step 5. Top 2 concrete needs to increase collaboration

Capture on post its

Opportunistic/spontaenous

collaborations - of which

there are many (ie. Tesco

making commitments on

healthier food options

coordinated by ShareAction) 

Peas Please

Currently, there

is an absence of

clear/shared

objectives

across food

movements.

Specific asks that

make sense to

public, investors,

policy makers, etc.

(Ie. phasing out

industrial feedlots)

Few,

targeted but

really good

asks 

A map of food

demands/ask

across

movements

We have political

will and experience

of collaboration,

but we lack the

specific, clear,

shared goal. 

More work on

negative impacts

and clarifying

what less/better

meat production

looks like. 

There will be lots of

false solutions in

the 'better meat'

space; important to

expose

greenwashing

there.

Analytics/data

translated into

campaigning

messages 

Better

understanding of

catalogue of

measures and

what they would

deliver in results 

The 'What' is

clear, but the

'How' is less

clear for

movements. 

Start campaigns,

make mistakes,

see what

happens and

learn 

Concrete

asks/focuses

for

campaigns 

Piloting

campaigns

on national

levels 

Group 9

Different

perspectives

(NGOs are different

sizes and have

different areas of

focus)
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Arnaud: Greenpeace

campaign against GMO in

Europe

NGOs focused on their area

of expertise

Laura - Slow Food International plus small

farmers plus consumers association in

Romania

Small changes locally then grow to

regional

Also supporting marketing of local goods

to increase farm revenues

Net Zero portfolios

UN and Centrsal Bank

sponsored/Supported

Lack of human

resources - need

more people with

relevant skills

Excellent

management &

processes within

NGOs

Database of good

practices / successful

methods

Active network

of NGOs -

exhange ideas,

contacts,

expertise

Take time to

network -

make

personal

connections

Take time to

think outside

the box / away

from your core

agenda

Group 8

Being clear about

role and added value

it would bring to their

own work (referring

to health

organisations)

CAPNGO :

end intensive

farming

production

EU Food Policy

Coalition (not focused

specifically on animal

foods, but including it.

Overall scope is food

systems).

second vote

for EU Food

Policy

Coalition!

ECF / GSCC

strategic comms

support to orgs

cross the space

Informal group of health NGOs

working on an initiative to

minimise unhealthy food

marketing to children and youth.

Not specifically animal foods, but

under proposed approach many

processed animal foods will be

covered by marketing restictions.

Open Wing Alliance coalition working on

incremental animal welfare improvements - The

Humane League 77 members animal welfare

includes better chicken commitment  - https://

www.openwingalliance.org/organisations

UK - Food,

Farming and

Countryside

Commission

Farm Animal Strategic

Team (FAST) network

- animal welfare and

rights orgs, more on

the shared comms

and celebrating wins

1. involves many different

organisations

2. has become an important

player in EU bubble

3. facilitates trust,

collaboration & strategic

discussion, and common

advocacy

Need framework

to enable orgs

to write

themselves intot

he story 
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EFSAF

network

bridges

funder

strategies 

Business

Benchmark for

Farm Animal

Welfare Motivated

investors to act 

Spain Italy work

with small famers

and fishers and

markets (MAVA

funded)  

EEB internal

network working at

the interface

between Animal

welfare and

Environmental issue

Groups working

together on AMR/

superbugs and

farming will EU follow

thriough on phase out

as growth promoters  

Slow Food

networks

championing

the "better"

Deforestation

campaigns eg

Global Witness

and Planet

Tracker Fern

etc  

ECF support to

introduce

agricultural issue

into the climate

CSOs engage

sphere (climate

NGOs coalition)

Grassroots - local

permaculture

networks (meeting

individual and

community needs,

resource sharing)

End of the cage age ECI, https://

www.endthecageage.eu/

Feedback 2030 in

UK amplifying poor

youth voices for

bans on unhealthy

food advertising 

Celebrating wins and

sharing in the

community (to NGOs

or to the wider

movement. How can

we have effective

channels 

Identify key

milestones to

celebrate -

harder to

establish for

food 

Don't re-invent

wheels. Use

existing

coalitions and

networks  

A shared vision/

roadmap

understanding how

NGOs relate to each

other and how a win

in one area benefits

others 

Enable actors

from sectors , eg

health, to write

themselves into

the story 

Capacity building

between NGOs to

better relate with

each other

priorities

Being able to agree

and trust in capacity

of others to work

together for key

moments inlcuding

comms  

Shared vision and

roadmap that

allows people to

write themselves

into story - open

and inviting

Beacons of Hope -

exmples from

countries, regions,

particular causes. E.g.

German city winning

re public procurement

Group 7

Good Food

Good

Farming
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Food Policy

Coalition

groups need

the funding to

do what they

are doing

bottom up

strategy

meeting

not to reinvent

the wheel : 6

months with 60

orgs looked at

theory of change

taking on the

rhetoric that N-S

have major

insurmountable

divisions on this

issue

shifting staff in

big orgs to start

focusing on

livestock, help

them

accelerate..

needs assessment on

what smaller orgs need

to ampilify the work that

they are doing so well,

how to become better

sum of the parts....related

to funding and resources

Animal

Agriculture

Reform

Collaborative

Assessment of levers

of change: identify

strategic entry points

that would make a

huge change ex.

strateegic litigation..

shift to more plant-

based should not just

be about food

tech...need a proper

dialogue on this on

POWER...so not so

easy reliance on quick

fixes

Meat Atlas

production

and

publication

(HBS)

50 by 40

Group 5

Good Food Institute

and Pro Veg alliance

against prohibitions

on plant-based

products - partially

successful

UK - Eating

Better Alliance -

aiming for 50%

reduction meat

dairy by 2030

Netherlands -

Food Systems

Transition

Coalition -

consensus

approach

Good Food, Good

Farming initiative,

EU-wide -

organising demos

across Europe -

bringing together

voices on the CAP

UK - Peas Please -

cross-sectorial

work towards

more veg,

pledges from

retailers etc.

Copenhagen -

public

procurement,

less and better

meat, 80%

organic

UK - Food, Farming

and Countryside

Commission, with

Soil Association -

10 year transition to

agroecology

Amsterdam -

approach to

obesity, city-

wide focus on

children's health

UK -

Sustainable

Food Places

network

Co-collaboration across

sectors - gov, NGOs,

private sector - across

climate, nature, health -

how to establish and

maintain collaborations,

overcome silo thinking

How to create space

for learning between

cities/places/networks -

share experiences and

solutions

Funding systemic

work - collaborative

and co-creation,

bringing stakeholders

together - easier to

draw in funding for

single issue work 
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Eating Better

Alliance - UK

civil society

organisations

Needs a

common

vision - with

systemic

leadership

Awareness of

values - need to

find common

values to

underpin vision -

shared trajectory

Polarised debate -

need not to fight

among ourselves,

don't let movement

be split - avoid black

and white and

maintain nuance

Farmers and

producers

need to be

front and

centre

Addressing

systemic drivers,

root causes -

create space for

collaboration

Assets and

accessible

communications -

for engaging policy

makers, use in

advocacy etc.

Group 4

EU wide collab

on ban against

calling plant

milk "milk" ->

iconic win

direct interaction between

farmers and consumers;

key is government

legislative body --> find

allies within --> find

examples of "prosumers",

network individual people

together for exchange of

good practices

Try to accommodate

different groups

around common

ideas. Ideas becomes

objective. E.g.

sustainability,

balance 

Allow coalition

partners to pursue

objectives in their

own way /

following their own

actions.

national

coalitions that

link consumers

directly with

farmers

Understanding

and respective

different motives

of coalition

partners is really

important

funding for

networking.

Need to cover

staff time

Networking is

important but

we often don't

factor in enough

time or budget

for it
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Veganuary: animal

rights organisations

to partner up locally /

work with retailers/

brands/ restaurants/

increase their vegan

range

Eat Wisely, Know What You

Eat Campaign in Poland

shows the opportunity of

engaging with government,

consumers and farmers

through identiftying

common interest in

prosumer solutions to food

supply 

Dinstinguish

individual  interests

& motivations of

partners from

common or shared

interest/goal

Group 3

Listing

those

trying, at

least!

European Heart

Network

All national

heart

foundations

ProVeg,

PAN, Charite

University

Learning from

the early

movers,

contstnt

learning

European

Public

Health

Alliance
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foodwatch +

DANK

(Germany)

50by40

(global scale,

cross-sectoral

approach)

Foodwatch + La

ligue contre le

Cancer + Yuka

App

(France)

what is

successful? 

EU Food Policy

Coalition 

(55 EU-wide

organisations)

KLUG Allianz

Klimawandel

und

Gesundheit

Agree on

common goals

that don´t trigger

divisions in the

movement

More capacity

needed to not

over-stretch the

well placed/expert

organisations in

collaborations

Acknowledging the

importance of

collaboration and

support the

structures and

participants to be

part of these

Need for scientific

evidence and

expertise to

support the

argument and

advocacy strategy

Prioritizing /

focus

Different

priorities but

clear

messaging

Funding capacity:

Acknowledging the

importance of

collaboration and

support the structures

and participants to be

part of these

Focus,

priorities

(but not

dividing) 

Group 2

Upcoming platform

on sharing best

practice on plant-

based policy work

(hosted by IVU -

International

Vegetarian Union)

The recent joint

collaboration between a

multitude of stakeholders on

the veggie burger ban and

the plant milk ban -

coordinated by European

Vegetarian Union and Good

Food Institute

ProVeg

Leadership

Summit in Berlin

(40 NGOs from

all over the

world)

Umbrella initiatives/

coalitions such as

HFHP and 50by40. 
More funding

for sharing

best practices

Cool Food

Pledge WRI

Danish

Network for

Plant

Proteins
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Eating Better - UK, a broad

alliance of civil society

organizations working

towards less and better

animal sourced foods

Meatless Mondays - US-

originated, now

international campaign

aimed at reducing meat

consumption

•

Global summits - enable

people to capture ideas

from hearing of

experiences elsewhere -

value in bringing

together large networks

of people

Language - a prposed

EU ban on the use of

animal names for

plant-based

alternatives was

overturned in Europe

as a result of

collaboratn

While keeping a diversity of

collaboration forums, we

may need one to be the

central one, where

everyone is active. But

would require that one to

be equipped with enough

funding, leadership with

global legitimacy, etc.

More

resources for

coordination

More

international

summits -  both

physical and

online

International

cooperation,

exchanging

resources and

methods

Linking EU

lobby to

national

advocacy efforts

and join forces

Collaboration

on creating best

practices and

shared

materials

A narrative on the

food system after

COVID that we can

all use wit local

flavor to set up

campaigns

More funding for civil

society - especially for

initiatives focused on

the health and

consumption side (it's

easier to get funding

for agriculture side of

things)

More funding -

especially for

health and

consumption

side of things

More funding for

coordination,

sharing best

practice,

collaboration

platforms

Group 1

Eating

better for

the UK

IDDRI

project on

just

transition

coalitions /

platforms of

villages

(communities)

fighting factory

farming - e.g. Spain 

many city

initiatives

(less and

better not

explicit)
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among NGOs in Brussels:

first attemps

 -asks of less and better

meat are in all joined

papers

-first mapping of the

policy areas

-first letters

no real

dedicated

space in the

Bxl (policy)

NGO sphere

TAPP

coalition

few horizon

projects on

legumes -

Legumes

Innovation

Network 

national coalitions/

platforms of NGOs

working to get

together on these

issues (e.g. FR and

DE, ES coalition on

factory farming)

glasgow

declaration

Milan, etc.

declarations

(not too much

on ABF)

funding needs

and getting

better working

relationships

because of

funding

is ambition

clear?

funding needs

and getting

better working

relationships

because of

funding

organisational

commitment

(e.g. a multi-

year

commitment)

shared

Theory of

change

need to move

outside of the envi

and animal welfare

focus and include

also e.g. the health

sector more strongly

included

longer term funding

commitments to

allow for longer

work times and real

implementation

5 year

joined pact

overcome the issue:

get out of the chicken

and egg situation >

need the vision to get

the funding

>need the funding to

get the vision

ambition level

agreement

> out of which

could flow whether

orgas want to

participate in this

Group 6

Just Rural

Transition

Differentiate demand and

supply side. Need to consume

less animal proteins seems

agreement. Retailers are

discussing this. But no

agreement that we should also

reduce animal production.

There is resistance for change,

so need alliances to push for

change. 

complementary approaches

needed: outsider:

campaigning on food and

retail, investor apporach,

round tables, frontrunners in

meat alternatives, legal

approaches: beyond meat
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Impact of

multinationals on

food systems.

Transition to

alternatives to

animal sourced

foods.

MAPA (Friday's for Future)

Most affected countries

and places. Bottom-up

organisation. Agri is

discussed and integrate

small farmers. Look for

opportunities to follow

these models

Need to look

beyond EU for

collaboration

opportunities

Beyond Coal

lessons to learn:

Need to better

understand how to

engage

communities and

impacts as a result

collaboration in NL:

protein transition

influence

government and

private sector,

insider approach

Global

Alliance for

the Future of

Food

We need to share a

GOAL as a group :

for example more

plant-based food

(measurable and

meaningful)

Networking

Events: not just

input driven but

learn from each

other

Cultural perceptions of

meat consumption are

really diverse: more

targetive public

awarenss campagins

Making

(meat)

alternatives

affordable +

tasty

Feedback:

Campaign on

supermarkets to

push them on

mat reduction

More research/

data on livelihoods

impact of

transitioning to

alternative proteins

Define joint goal for

2030: 50% meat

consumption reduction,

but perhaps formulate

as more plant based

consumption to create

broad coalition

https://www.agrowingculture.org/

Not just educating

consuemers (but

make them aware

of companies

strategies)

Goal that we as a

community can get

behind (allowing

individual countries

to tailor own policies

to that)

"Lobbying

Training"

Opportunities

for more

dialogue and

knowledge

sharing

Better

communication -

working with

media

Group 11

More collaborations

across food actors -

focused on the protein

transition - exchange of

ideas and joint

campaigns and projects

joint theory

of change

Wir haben es Satt

(We are fed up)

network in Germany


